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Date: 27.05.2016
NOTIFICATION
An analysis of the result of Under Graduate Entrance test held
on 8th of May 2016.
Based on the mandate given to it, an entrance test for making admissions to
Under Graduate programme in unaided private Engineering colleges in
Karnataka was held on 08 May, 2016; for the first time COMEDK conducted
the Test online in 697 Test centers located in 153 cities across the country.
2.

As against 68,628 candidates applied seeking Engineering UG seats

55,680 (81%) candidates wrote the test on 8th May 2016. Subsequently, on
11th instant Provisional Answer Keys were published and clarifications
sought from the candidates; accordingly, as many as 78 Candidates sought
certain clarifications. Taking into consideration the advice of the Expert
Committee, which went into these clarifications, a set of Final Answer Keys
was published on 25th May 2016 and subsequently the scores of the
candidates are being published on 28th May 2016; as announced earlier,
COMEDK’s results will enable these candidates as being eligible to
participate in the COMEDK Counselling process later. The candidates can
access their Ranks through their ‘Applicant log in’ ID as from 12.00 Noon.
3.

As has been the practice, an analysis of COMEDK Ranks has been

made and it discloses the following:
a) All the first 1000 rank holders have secured more than 70% marks in
the entrance test; another 1361 candidates have secured marks
between 66% and 70% in the Test. Similarly, 2373 candidates are in
the range of 60% to 65% marks and finally, 6854 candidates have
secured less than 60% but more than 50%.
b) Similarly out of first 100 rank holders 56 are Karnataka Candidates
while the remaining 44 candidates are from different States of the
Country.
c) Likewise 417 out of 1000 rank holders are from Karnataka whereas,
the remaining 583 are from different States of the Country.
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d) The highest marks secured is by ADHOKSHAJA V. MADHWARAJ
seeking Engineering UG seat scoring 170 out of the maximum of 180.
The said candidate is from Karnataka.
e) Seven out of first ten rank holders are from Karnataka.
4.

Rank cards of the eligible candidates have been generated and

available to the candidates in their ‘applicant login’ on the COMEDK
website (www.comedk.org) as from 28th May 2016.
5.

The number of seats available for being filled up, the quantum of

tuition fees and Counselling dates would be notified in due course. Also a
separate

set

of

Counselling

Document

detailing

the

procedure

for

participating in the Counselling would also be available shortly and the
candidates are required to refer to the website regularly for all these
updates, besides familiarizing themselves with the seat selection process
thoroughly.
6.

Names of the top ten rank holders along with their contact details,

marks secured, photos etc., are as in the Annexure.
Sd/(A.S. Srikanth)
Chief Executive, COMEDK

